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1 PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION

Web servers are complex applications that handle sensitive information. Their security is essential because they usually are public, therefore exposed to a wide range of attacks. Even if there are different ways to verify and test if they satisfy the desired security guarantees, something as simple as installing a new plugin could require the entire process of certification to be restarted.

Most web servers have a plugin system through which third-party software components can be installed to extend the base functionality. Having a plugin system is a common practice, because the installation of a plugin is usually simple and adds complex functionality with little effort, but this is problematic as well because it comes with security risks. The installed plugin can have unintended behavior, steal secrets or install malicious code.

One way to verify if a program satisfies a specification is by using a verification-enabled language such as Coq, Dafny or F*. In these languages, a programmer can code the web server and give a specification for the desired security guarantees. Then, the language checks if the program satisfies the specification, and if not, it warns the programmer. An example of a specification may be: “the program never opens the file /etc/passwd”. The problem with these languages is that they need the entire source code of the application to check if the specification is satisfied, therefore it is not possible to verify the web server without also verifying the plugins. This is inconvenient, since we may not have access to the plugin’s source code, or if we have, it implies to try to verify code written by third parties which would take away the simplicity of using them.

This implies that after we tried and verified the web server, the specification is lost once the web server is linked with plugins since they may be adversarial. This is bad since the specification usually contains important security properties and correctness guarantees.

The same problem also makes it difficult to adopt static verification for large applications. Static verification is hard to do and takes a lot of effort. Even if the critical components would make sense to verify, it is not worth it, because the specification is lost once the critical component interacts with other unverified components.

Therefore, we propose to study the interoperability between verified and unverified code and how we are able to prove that the resulting program satisfies a specification. Our goal is to create a mechanism through which a programmer is able to integrate a statically verified component with an unverified piece of code, and still be able to prove safety properties about the whole program.

We study this problem in the context of the verification-enabled programming language F* [1] developed at Microsoft Research and Inria. F* is used to verify big projects such as the whole HTTPS stack, including TLS 1.2 and TLS 1.3, and also the cryptographic primitives. After verification, F* extracts to OCaml, C or ASM code.

2 BACKGROUND

F* is a functional programming language with a complex type system aimed at program verification. It differs from other verification-enabled languages because in F* an expression has a type and a computational effect. For example, an expression whose inferred type is Tot int is an expression that always terminates, does not have any other effects and returns an int. F* comes with other primitive effects: Dv (for possibly divergent code), ML (for arbitrary code), etc., but also with multiple mechanisms to define new effects.

We show in Figure 1 the type of the operation read. The operation is in the effect IO (input-output) and returns a string. To be able to call this operation, the pre-condition must be met and in return it guarantees the post-condition. The specification of read requires the file descriptor given as an argument to have been open before, by using the operation openfile, and not closed in the meantime. This property is checked by looking back in the trace of events to see if an open event was registered for that file descriptor. The operation read guarantees that during its execution only a read is done from the file descriptor given as argument.

A way to explain IO traces is with a simple example. Be the program webserver1:

```ocaml
let webserver1 () : IO unit
  =
  (ensures (fun _ _ It → (Openfile " etc/passwd") not in lt)) =
  let fd = openfile "data.csv" in
  let r = read fd in
  close fd
```

If the program webserver1 runs successfully it produces the following IO trace:

[Openfile "data.csv": Read fd "some-data"; Close fd], where fd is returned by the openfile operation. The trace is a list of events corresponding to the order in which input-output operations were
the program does not open the file `/etc/passwd`.

Webserver 1 satisfies the trace property that is in the post-condition: "the program does not open the file `/etc/passwd`; in this case, the program satisfies the trace property, because it opens `data.csv` and not `/etc/passwd`. The advantage of using static verification to enforce trace properties is that the trace and the enforcement of the trace properties exist only at the specification level, therefore there are no trace and no checks at runtime.

Let's take another program, webserver2, with the same specification:

```
val read : (fd:file_descr) → IO string
  (requires (fun h:trace → is_open fd h))
  (ensures (fun _ msg lt → lt = [Read fd msg]))
```

Figure 2: Operation read with pre- and post-conditions enforced statically.

called. To write trace properties, we use two variables in the specification: `h` and `lt`. Variable `h` represents the history of events until the function was called. Variable `lt` represents the local trace, meaning the trace of events that occurred during the execution of the function.

Using static verification in F*, we can check if the program `webserver1` satisfies the trace property that is in the post-condition: "the program does not open the file `/etc/passwd`; in this case, the program satisfies the trace property, because it opens `data.csv` and not `/etc/passwd`. The advantage of using static verification to enforce trace properties is that the trace and the enforcement of the trace properties exist only at the specification level, therefore there are no trace and no checks at runtime.

Let's take another program, webserver2, with the same specification:

```
let webserver2 plugin :
  IO unit
  (ensures (fun _ _ lt → (Openfile `/etc/passwd` not in lt)))
  (let fd = openfile "data.csv" in
    let r = plugin fd in
    close fd)
```

where `plugin` is an unknown function. For the program `webserver2`, we cannot say how a successful trace looks like. We can say it starts with an Openfile, but we do not know what events is the plugin producing. Therefore, there is no way to use static verification to check that the program `webserver2` satisfies the property "the program does not open the file `/etc/passwd`.

A different type of verification is runtime verification [2–4] and this can help us to verify the program `webserver2`. The way it works is by adding a monitor that observes each input-output operation that is happening during the execution. Before each operation, the monitor checks if the specification is satisfied. If so, it allows it; otherwise, it halts the execution. This is called instrumentation and we say the program `webserver2` is instrumented. A big drawback is that these checks happen at runtime and they can add quite a penalty to performance. Moreover, the trace must be allocated at runtime, meaning it also consumes memory. Actually, for runtime verification automatas are preferred instead of traces for efficiency reasons. We prefer trace properties because they are much easier to work with and think about, but we are careful to not make our solution only work with traces.

Since runtime verification is a field on its own, we try to create a mechanism to make possible the static verification of a program such that later be linked with another one instrumented. We assume that tools that can instrument programs in the way we want exist and can be used.

```
let read (fd:file_descr) : IO string
  (requires (fun h → True))
  (ensures (fun h r lt →
    (is_open fd h → lt = [Read fd r]) ∧
    (¬is_open fd h) → lt = [] ∧ r = (Inr Contract_failure))) =
  if is_open fd (get_trace i) then read fd
  else throw Contract_failure
```

Figure 3: Operation read exported. The pre-condition was converted to a runtime check.

3 APPROACH AND UNIQUENESS

We propose the following setup that combines static verification with dynamic verification in what we call hybrid enforcement of trace properties. Be a whole program `W` that is composed of the partial program `P` and the context `C`, where `P` is statically verified and `C` is arbitrary and instrumented, we would like to show about `W` that it satisfies the IO trace property `π`.

The benefits of this setup are:

- The partial program `P` can be statically verified to satisfy `π`;
- `P` can be linked with arbitrary contexts created by third-party developers if they are instrumentable;
- Fewer runtime checks are needed. `P` is already statically verified, therefore only `C` needs instrumentation to satisfy `π`. Therefore, fewer runtime checks are added, which should increase performance compared to instrumenting the entire `W` (see Figure 4);
- It is possible to show that `W` satisfies the trace property `π`.

F* does not have a primitive effect to enable verification of IO programs, therefore we define our own. F* supports to define new monadic effects using different mechanisms. Maillard et al. [5] have shown that "any monad morphism between a computational monad and a specification monad gives rise to a Dijkstra monad" that makes it easy to verify IO programs. They implemented a

Figure 4: The statically verified web server is linked with a third-party plugin and library instrumented and monitored.
framework for defining Dijkstra monads in F* that we use to define our monadic effect, IO, for use by the trusted code.

For our IO monadic effect, we chose a computational monad that is parametric in the underlying primitive operations by using a free monad [6] that can accept any interface [7]. For simplicity, we define operations for file management and for socket communication, but these account for one possible instantiation of the monad. The approach is general and it is easy to extend. In addition, the free monad can be used to implement other effects such as exceptions, state and non-determinism by extending the interface [6] and we plan to integrate them in future work. In our implementation of the input-output effect, the output type of the i.o. operations is either an error or another type, therefore all i.o. operations by default can throw errors.

The IO monad allows writing specifications about computations written in our computational monad. The properties are defined over finite traces that are “computed” by observing the computation; each time an i.o. operation is called, an event is appended at the beginning of the trace; an event is a tuple of the name of the operation, the arguments and the result. The properties restrict the behavior of the program to only a subset of all possible traces. The traces exist only at the specification level and are not actually computed at runtime.

The specification monad we chose allows writing a pre-condition over the entire history of events, while the post-condition is written only over the result of the computation and the events produced by it. The specification of read, write, close requires the file descriptor given as an argument to have been open before, by using the operation openfile, and not closed in the meantime. In Figure 2 we present the specification of the operation read.

Up to this point, we defined a monad that allows verifying statically IO programs, but does not support dynamic checks because the trace exists only at the specification level.

To enable dynamic verification, we extend our IO monad with a new silent operation called get_trace obtaining a new monad we call IIO, for “instrumented IO”. The get_trace operation guarantees that it returns the trace computed until now, without producing an event. This operation allows us to mix static and dynamic checking very easily, creating a seamless interoperability between the two for enforcing IO trace properties. As a future work, we think the monadic effect IIO can be used to enable gradual enforcement of trace properties.

The IIO monad enables us to convert pre-conditions to runtime checks by using a technique called wrapping. We call this transformation export. It consists of wrapping an initial function in a new function with trivial pre- and post-conditions. The new function adds the pre-condition as a runtime check before calling the initial function. The original post-condition is changed to accept the possibility of failure. In Figure 3 we present the exported version of the operation read.

4 CASE STUDY: THE WEB SERVER

We report on a nontrivial ongoing case study that aims to use these ideas to extend a web server previously verified in F* with a safe ML-plugin mechanism. Our goal is that the mechanism described above be usable to integrate a verified web server in F* with plugins written in OCaml, and show that global properties are enforced.

One use case we target is to be able to define a global property \( \pi \) that restricts the behaviour of the entire application. A second use case is to be able to reason about the values returned by the plugin to the web server.

We showcase in Figure 5 a stateless terminating web server and we present how our mechanism works. The web server accepts as arguments a plugin. In our case, the web server is the verified partial program P, and the plugin is the arbitrary instrumented C. The web server requires, before being called, that the entire history is empty. Then the web server opens a socket, accepts the first connection, and passes it to the plugin. We want to show about the whole program (web server + plugin) that it satisfies the safety property \( \pi \): “the program never opens the file /etc/passwd”.

The plugin’s specification has two parts: 1) the safety property \( \pi \) was enforced during the entire execution of the plugin, and 2) if

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{let } \text{webserver} & \text{(plugin: plugin_type)} : \\
\text{IIO unit (requires (fun } h \rightarrow h = [\]) (} & \text{hybridly_enforced } \pi \text{ [ ] }) \\
\text{let } s = \text{socket () in} & \\
\text{setsockopt s SO_REUSEADDR true; bind } s \text{ "0.0.0.0" 3000; listen } s 5; & \\
\text{... let client = accept } s \text{ in} & \\
\text{plugin client; ...} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 5: The webserver used in the case study and the expected type for the plugin.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{let } \pi (h: \text{trace}) \text{ action } : \text{bool} & \text{ =} \\
\text{match } \text{action with} & \\
| \text{Openfile file_name } \rightarrow & \text{file_name !} = "\text{/etc/passwd}" \\
| \_ \rightarrow \text{true} & \\
\text{let rec } & \text{hybridly_enforced } \pi \text{ h lt } : \text{bool} = \\
\text{match } \text{lt with} & \\
| [] \rightarrow \text{true} & \\
| \text{bd } \rightarrow \text{t } \rightarrow & \\
\text{let action } = \text{convert_event_to_action hd in} & \\
\text{if } \text{pi h action then hybridly_enforced } \pi \text{ (hd:h) t else false} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 6: The \( \pi \) is a runtime check that can be used to enforce the IO trace property \( \pi \): “the program never opens the file /etc/passwd”. The method hybridly_enforced is used to convert the \( \pi \) into a trace property.
the execution of the plugin was successful, the message returned has a length smaller than 500.

The safety property $\pi$ is enforced statically and dynamically, therefore it is implemented using the runtime checks $\pi$ that accepts the trace until now and the next operation to be executed. It returns true if the execution should continue, or false if it should be halted. We show in Figure 6 the runtime check $\pi$ that is used together with hybridly_enforced to specify the property $\pi$.

4.1 Instrumentation of the plugin

We give an example of an adversarial plugin in Figure 7. It is a simple example that allows us to illustrate how the instrumentation works.

First, since the plugin is written by a third party, we should give it a monadic effect that models a safe subset of ML. The instrumentation should bring the unverified code into the monadic effect IIO, but this is not always possible because it may contain other effects such as state, exceptions or non-termination, which are not supported by the IIO monad. Therefore, for now we define a synonym effect of the IO monad that does not have pre- and post-conditions. We call this monadic effect MIO, it stands for “ML-ish IO”. Since the plugin has this effect, we know it only contains i.o. operations, but we do not know anything about how they are used, therefore we say it has “no specification”.

We define a new transformation function, instrument, that accepts a safety property $\pi$ and handles each i.o. operation of a function by first checking if the property $\pi$ is satisfied. If so, then it executes the corresponding i.o. operation; otherwise, it throws a contract failure. The resulting plugin after instrumentation is conceptually equivalent to the plugin in Figure 8.

It is possible to write such a transformation function that instruments another function because F$^\star$ has introspections capabilities. Since IO is a monadic effect, F$^\star$ can reveal its computational monad and refine it to satisfy a safety property $\pi$ and then create a computation of the monadic effect IIO.

The transformation functions export and instrument are part of a system of automatic checks and transformations for which we use multiple type classes to implement.

4.2 Extraction of the web server

Since the web server is written in F$^\star$, it must be extracted to a different target language to actually compile and run it. F$^\star$ supports extraction to a few languages. We focused on extraction to OCaml. During extraction, an actual OCaml implementation of the i.o. operations and get_trace must be provided.

Because of our approach, there is great flexibility on how the monitoring can be done at runtime. We can take advantage of existing work that automatically extracts a monitor from the specification that must be enforced. Depending on how the monitoring and the instrumentation are done, the implementation may differ. The monitor has the liberty to observe only some operations and to store the trace where and how it finds efficient and secure [8].

The simplest implementation is for each i.o. operation to append an event to the trace and the get_trace operation to return the entire trace. This is done by wrapping each i.o. operation in a new function that updates the trace before calling the operation itself.

4.3 Global security guarantee

We model our mechanism in F$^\star$ using a shallow embedding. We do this to show global security guarantees are enforced if our mechanism is used. The proof is mechanized in F$^\star$. Until now, we used $P$ and $C$ to denote the verified partial program and the unverified context, but for the proof we need to distinguish between the partial program in the source and in the target. Therefore, we use $P^\top_\pi$ and $P^\top_\pi_C$. The $P^\top_\pi$ denotes the verified web server in F$^\star$ and $P^\top_\pi_C$ the extracted web server. Equivalently, $C^\top$ is the plugin before instrumentation and $C^\top_\pi$ is the instrumented plugin. We show in Figure 9 how the partial program and the context are linked in the source and in the target. The $\mathcal{M}^\top_\pi$ denotes the linking in the target which returns a whole program. The linker in the target language does the instrumentation of the $C^\top$; this is why it is indexed with $\pi$.

The property we show about our mechanism is the following, where the down arrow is the compilation from source to target, and $\mathit{Beh}$ returns the set of traces possible by the whole program.

$$\forall \pi \ P^\top_\pi \ C^\top. \mathit{Beh}(C^\top \ \mathcal{M}^\top_\pi (P^\top_\pi \ \downarrow)) \subseteq \pi$$

The proof is easy if we think about it in terms of web server and plugin. The linker instruments the plugin such that it would match the type-and-effect expected by the extracted web server. However, we already showed statically that the web server satisfies the trace property $\pi$ if such a plugin is provided.

5 CONTRIBUTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

We define a novel Instrumented IO Dijkstra monad that allows the seamless interoperability between static and dynamic checking for IO programs in F$^\star$. We present a setup that enables the static verification of partial programs and the hybrid enforcement of trace properties. Using a shallow embedding, we model our mechanism in F$^\star$ and show that we can write top-level security guarantees about the whole program. We define a system of automatic transformations from IO to Instrumented IO. We also test our ideas doing...
6 RELATED WORK

There is some related work for static verification of IO programs, but which does not support hybrid verification. Malecha et al. [9] have a similar setting for static verification because they use properties that are defined over traces of events. Penninckx et al. [10] present a sound approach to verifying IO programs using Petri Nets instead of traces, implemented in VeriFast. Their approach may be more memory efficient than ours and can handle infinite traces, which at the moment we can not, but we plan to support. Letan and Régis-Gianas [11] show how the FreeSpec framework for Coq can be used for verifying impure computation by verifying a Mini HTTP Server. This work is very similar to how we statically verify components with IO, but they choose as internal state to only keep the open file descriptors. A different approach presented by Xia et al. [12] is using Interaction Trees which supports infinite traces. We stress that none of these works supports mixing static verification with runtime verification.

A related topic is gradual verification. Extending gradual typing to gradual verification is a topic of active research. Bader et al. [13] and Wise et al. [14] propose gradual program verification to easily combine dynamic and static verification. They only deal with the state effect, while we deal with the IO effect and with safety properties on traces. Dagand et al. [15] propose a dependent interoperability framework which has a mechanism to easily export dependently-typed programs to simply-typed applications, but does not discuss interoperability for a type system that contains effects.

One approach that presents interoperability between trusted and untrusted code but in a different context is proposed by Sammler et al. [16]. They discuss only robust safety related to the memory model by doing low-level sandboxing.
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